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1 Introduction 
 
 

1.1 Head-Internal Relative Clauses 
 
 
The aim of this study is to explore how labels establish (long-distance) selectional relations. We 

focus on two distinct constructions. The first one is shown in (1). 
 
 

(1) Taro-wa  [Hanako-ga ringo-o   tsukue-ni oi-ta   no]-o  tabe-ta. 

(1) T.-TOP   H.-NOM   apple-ACC  plate-on  put-PST C-ACC  eat-PST 

(1)‘Taro ate an apple which Hanako put on a plate.’ 
 
 
In (1), the matrix predicate tabe ‘to eat’ semantically selects ringo ‘apple’ in the bracketed 

embedded clause. The bracketed clause is one type of relative clause, but contrary to head-

external relative clauses, the modifying clause contains the modified nominal. We will call (1) a 

head-internal relative clause (HIRC) and the modified noun in (1) an internal head (IH). 1An 

obvious problem is how the selectional relation is obtained between the verb and the nominal, if 

we consider that the standard theta-theory requires or tacitly assumes that the theta-role is 

assigned to a nominal adjacent to a predicate. 

Kuroda (1999a) suggests that the matrix verb can select the nonadjacent IH in (1). The long-

distance selection, however, still requires some locality. He gives (2). 

                                                 
*Portions of this paper have been presented at Syntax Workshop at Seinan Gakuin University (August 27, 2019). I 

would like to express my sincere gratitude to Toru Ishii, Hironobu Kasai, Masako Maeda, Tomonori Otsuka, 

Shoichi Takahashi, and all the audience for their invaluable comments and discussions. My thanks also go to Luna 

Edmundo for suggesting stylistic improvements. Moreover, I am deeply indebted to Nobuaki Nishioka and 

graduates and graduate students at Kyushu University for their insightful suggestions. 
1 We show the IH or the selected element in bold. 
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(2) *[John-ga [subarasii ronbun-o  kai-ta]   hito-o    hometei-ta no]-ga 

(2)  J.-NOM  excellent paper-ACC  write-PST person-ACC praise-PST  C-NOM 

   shuppans-are-ta. 

   publish-PASS-PST 

(1) ‘An excellent paper which John had praised the person who wrote (it) was published.’ 

(Watanabe (1992: 261)) 
 
 
The example shows that an HIRC is sensitive to the A-over-A principle. However, as Watanabe 

(1992) and Kuroda (1999a) show, an HIRC is insensitive to other types of locality: wh islands 

and clause (phase) boundaries. The aim of this study is to update his analysis. 

Kuroda’s intuition is taken over in Hasegawa (2002), which uses Agree to obtain long-

distance selection. She suggests that (indirect) Agree occurs between the matrix V and the IH. In 

(1), the theta role is assigned via the agreement between tabe ‘to eat’ and ringo. However, this 

analysis cannot explain (3). 
 
 

(3) Keikan-ga  [yakuza-ga   kosodoro-o  oikakeru  no]-o  tsukamae-ta. 

  police-NOM gangster-NOM  thief-ACC   chase   C-ACC  capture-PST 

‘A police officer captured {a gangster who was chasing a thief / a thief whom a gangster 

was chasing / a gangster and a thief as the gangster was chasing the thief}’ 
 
 
Kuroda observes that the patient of tsukamae ‘to capture’ can be the external argument (EA) 

yakuza ‘gangster’, the internal argument (IA) kosodoro ‘thief’, or a set of the two. Hasegawa’s 

analysis cannot capture this ambiguity, since Agree stops at the EA, which is higher than the IA.  

 

 

1.2 Tokoro-Clauses 
 
 
The second construction examined here is the tokoro-clauses as in (4). 
 
 

(4) a. Taro-wa [sensei-ga   heya-kara  detekuru  tokoro]-ni/*-o   deat-ta. 

    T.-TOP  teacher-NOM room-ABL  come.out tokoro-DAT/*-ACC come.across-PST 

   ‘Taro came across a teacher when s/he came out of the room.’ 

  b. Taro-wa [sensei-ga   heya-kara  detekuru  tokoro]-o/*-ni   tsuiteit-ta. 

    T.-TOP  teacher-NOM room-ABL  come.out tokoro-ACC/*-DAT follow-PST 

 ‘Taro followed a teacher as s/he came out of the room.’ 
 
 
Kuroda (1999b) observes the following difference between the two tokoro-clauses: verbs in 

tokoro-ni clauses like (4a) can select both a person and an event as their arguments, while verbs 

in tokoro-o clauses like (4b) can only select a person. 
 
 

(5) a. sensei-ni/sono    dekigoto-ni  deau 

    teacher-DAT/DEM  event-DAT   come.across 

   ‘come across a teacher/the event’ 

  b. sensei-ni/*sono dekigoto-ni  tsuiteiku 

    teacher -DAT/DEM event-DAT follow 

   ‘follow a teacher/the event’ 
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With this difference, Kuroda argues that tokoro-ni clauses act as head-external relative clauses 

while tokoro-o clauses are VP adjuncts, as illustrated in (6).2 
 
 

(6) a. {β <α tokoro-ni clause, IH> V}                         P(α=NP,β=V) 

(6) b. <β tokoro-o clause {α pro, V}>                          (α=VP, β=VP) 
 
 
What is interesting in his analysis is that tokoro-ni clauses are selected as events although they 

are relative clauses (adjuncts). He argues that the accusative case in tokoro-o clauses is the case 

assigned to adjuncts, not given by the matrix predicate. See (7), where the adjunct doshaburi-no 

ame-no naka-o ‘in the heavy rain’ has the accusative case. 
 
 

(7) Doroboo-ga  doshaburi-no ame-no  naka-o  nigeteit-ta 

  thief.-NOM  heavy-GEN  rain-GEN  in-ACC  run.away-PST 

  ‘A thief ran away in heavy rain.’                    (Kuroda (1999b: 259)) 
 
 
Kuroda’s analysis, however, has an empirical problem (Hosoi (2003)). 
 
 

(8) a. [soko-de  hotondo-no   gakusei-ga  koron-da    tokoro]-ni  dekuwasi-ta. 

    there-DAT  almost.all-GEN student-NOM fall.down-PST  tokoro-DAT come.across-PST 

   ‘almost all the students fell down there and (I) came across them.’ 

  b. [soko-de  koron-da]    hotondo-no   gakusei-ni   dekuwasi-ta. 

 there-DAT fall.down-PST  almost.all-GEN student-NOM come.across-PST 

     ‘(I) came across almost all the students that fell down there.’ 
 
 
The scopes of hotondo (almost) are different in the tokoro-ni clause (8a) and the relative clause 

(8b). Since Kuroda regards tokoro-ni clauses as head-external relative clauses, he cannot explain 

the difference. 

 

 

2 Proposal 
 
 

2.1 HIRCs 
 
 
Chomsky (2013, 2015) separates Merge from projection and argues that the latter is obtained by 

the independent operation Minimal Search (MS), which is governed by the labeling algorithm. 

Chomsky (2013: 43) argues that labeling identifies the syntactic object (SO) which Merge forms, 

and therefore, each SO must have the label to be interpreted at the CI/SM interfaces. That is, 

labels are the necessary condition for the well-formedness of a derivation. Let us consider (9).  
 
 

(9) a. {α H, XP}                                        (α=H) 

(  b. {α {X X, WP}, {Y Y, ZP}}                               (α=X) 

(  c. {α {X X[F], WP}, {Y Y[uF], ZP}}                        (α=<F, uF>) 
 

                                                 
2 We use curly brackets for set-merged unordered sets and angle brackets for pair-merged ordered sets. We will 

return this issue in section 2.2. See Chomsky (2004) for discussion. 
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The intuition here is that a head (or a lexical item) identifies the set containing it. In (9a), a head 

H merges with a phrase XP. MS applies to this set and locates a head, providing the label H with 

this set. In (9b), two phrases XP and YP merge, where YP moves out of the set. Since Chomsky 

assumes that the moved SO is invisible to MS, the label becomes X. Finally, in (9c), the heads of 

the phrases have an agreement feature. In this case, MS locates the two heads simultaneously and 

the agreement features provide the label <F, uF> for that set.  

Let us consider how we can implement theta-role assignment in the labeling theory. The 

proposal is given in (10). 
 
 

(10) An SO is selected semantically by a predicate P iff it is contained in the set labeled by P. 
 
 
We first discuss a problem of theta-role assignment in the labeling theory. Consider (11). 
 
 

(11) {EA {V, IA}} 
 
 
The problem here is how the theta-role of V is assigned to the EA, where there is no merge-mate 

relation between them. To make matters worse, there is no label in syntax, since labeling is 

assumed at the timing of Transfer in Chomsky (2013, 2015). Since the set {V, IA} without a 

label is not specified as verbal in syntax, we cannot assume the EA receives the theta-role via the 

merge-mate relation between the EA and the set {V, IA}. Therefore, the possible implementation 

is to assume theta-role assignment as an interpretational rule at the interfaces like (10). 

Consider the partial schematic structure of the HIRC construction (12), the case of the 

A-over-A condition (13), and the case of the ambiguous IH (14). 
 
 

(12) {β {α Hanako-ga ringo-o tsukue-ni oita no} tabe}             (α=no, β=tabe) (cf. (1)) 

(13) {γ ... {β {α subarasii ronbun}-o kaita hito} ... shuppans}  

                                 (α=ronbun, β=hito, γ=shuppans) (cf. (2)) 

(14) {β {α yakuza-ga kosorodo-o oikaketeiru no}-o tsukamae}    (α=no, β=tsukamae) (cf. (3)) 
 
 
In (12), tabe ‘to eat’ is a head and acts as the label in the set of {tabe HIRC, tabe}. Therefore, 

ringo ‘apple’ in the HIRC can receive the theta-role from tabe ‘to eat’. In (13), however, the set 

labeled hito ‘person’ contains ronbun ‘paper’, and therefore, when MS searches the set labeled 

shuppan-s ‘to publish’, hito ‘person’ is located first, which prevents ronbun ‘paper’ from 

receiving the theta-role. The locality is defined by the proper subset relation between the sets. 

Note that this calculation is carried out at the interfaces, not in syntax. Therefore, it is expected 

that HIRCs are immune to any syntactic locality like phase boundaries and wh islands are 

irrelevant to the theta-role assignment. This is borne out by (15) and (16). (15) shows that the 

theta-role assignment is not sensitive to the PIC, and (16) is an example where the theta-role is 

assigned over a wh island. Note that there is no proper subset relation between nominals 

like (13). 
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(15) Mary-ga  [[John-ga zibun-no gakusei-ga  juuyoona kasetsu-o     teiansi-ta   to] 

   M.-NOM   J.-NOM  self-GEN  student-NOM important hypothesis-ACC  propose-PST  C 

   jimansitei-ta no]-no  kekkan-o  sitekisi-ta. 

   boast-PST   C-GEN  defect-ACC point.out-PST 

   ‘Mary pointed out a defect of the important hypothesis which John boasted that his 

    student proposed.’                              (Watababe (1992: 259)) 
 
 

(16) [[Mary-ga  itsu  ronbun-o  siageru-ka] John-ga Tom-ni tazunetei-ta no]-ga 

   M.-NOM  when paper-ACC  finish-Q   J.-NOM  T.-DAT  ask-PST   C-NOM 

   shuppans-are-ta. 

   publish-PASS-PST 

   ‘The paper which John had asked Tom when Mary would finish was published.’ 

(Kuroda (1999a: 74)) 
 
 
Finally, our analysis correctly captures the ambiguity of the IH in (14). The locality relevant here 

is the proper subset relation, not c-command. Thus, both the EA yakuza ‘gangster’ and the IA 

kosodoro ‘thief’ are candidates for the IH, since there is no proper subset relation between them. 

Although we have observed that any syntactic locality other than the A-over-A condition is 

ignored in theta-role assignment, an English example (17) brings up an apparent problem, where 

the theta-role should be assigned to John or Mary since hit acts as the label in Merge of hit and 

the complement CP. 
 
 

(17) *I hit that Tom likes Mary. 
 
 
We assume that (17) is ill-formed because of semantic-type mismatch. Hit requires the type <e> 

complement, for example, but CP cannot meet the requirement. This problem does not occur in 

Japanese. Hiraiwa’s (2005) typological study shows that some nominalizing system is required 

in the HIRC. In Japanese, no acts as the nominalizer, resolving the type mismatch problem. 

 

 

2.2 Tokoro-Clauses 
 
 
Our theory can accommodate tokoro-clauses pretty much the same way as HIRCs. We make the 

following assumptions in (18). 
 
 

(18) a. Tokoro-clauses are merged as VP adjuncts.    (Harada (1973), pace Kuroda (1999b)) 

   b. Tokoro-ni clauses are selected by the predicate, but tokoro-o clauses are not. 

 (Kuroda (1999b)) 

(15c. Adjuncts are introduced by pair-Merge. (Chomsky (2004)) 
 
 
According to (18a), the tokoro-clauses uniformly have the following structure.  
 
 

(19) Syntax: <tokoro-clause {pro, deau/tsuiteiku}> 

(20) Interfaces:  a. {β tokoro-ni clause {α pro, deau}}           (α=β=deau) (cf. (5a)) 

 b. {β tokoro-o clause {α pro, tsuiteiku}} (α=β=tsuiteiku) (cf. (5b)) 
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In general, tokoro-clauses show an event. They pair-merge to VP as adjuncts, so the clauses 

cannot be selected in a standard analysis. Chomsky’s (2004) pair-Merge merges adjuncts at 

another dimension, or separate plane, deriving the property of adjuncts that syntactic operations 

cannot apply to them. However, at the interfaces, adjuncts come to be interpreted as other SOs 

by the simplification operation SIMPL. Therefore, predicates can select adjuncts in our analysis, 

where selection or theta-role assignment is defined at the interfaces. If a verb in (19) can select 

an event in the case of deau ‘to come across’, the tokoro clause is selected and receives the theta-

role to generate the dative ni-case in (20a). On the contrary, the verb tsuiteiku ‘to follow’ cannot 

select an event, and the tokoro-clause remains an adjunct in (20b), receiving the accusative o-

case, which is an adjunct marker.  

The dative ni-case is precluded in (20b) since the tokoro-clause cannot be regarded as the 

argument in this case. Finally, we should consider why the accusative tokoro-o clause is ill-

formed in (20a). As mentioned before, the accusative case is an adjunct marker. Therefore, to 

generate the sentence, the tokoro-clause remains an adjunct, although the verb can select an 

event. However, the tokoro-clause is selected automatically if possible, receiving the dative ni-

case. In other words, our analysis cannot generate such a sentence in principle. 

 

 

3 Theoretical Implications in English Syntax 
 
 

3.1 V-NP Selection 
 
 
Our analysis of Japanese HIRCs/tokoro-clauses can be extended to English. First, it follows from 

our proposal that the head D projects syntactically while the head n is selected semantically 

in (21).  
 
 

(21) {eat eat {the the, apple}} 
 
 
The predicate acts as the label of the set containing the nominal in (21). Hence the nominal apple 

receives the theta-role, although it is not adjacent to the predicate. Chomsky, Gallego and Ott 

(2019) and Oishi (2015) try to project n, assuming DP merges with the spec of nP, for example. 

However, there is no necessity to make such an assumption in the proposed analysis. 

 

 

3.2 EPP 
 
 
The next implication concerns the EPP effect. Chomsky (2015) argues that EPP is the reflection 

of a labeling problem. If the EA stays at the base-generated position, the label cannot be 

determined for the set {EA, v*P}. Then, the movement of the EA provides the set with the label. 

Our analysis adds another motivation for the movement of the EA in terms of theta-roles. Our 

proposal requires the EA to be in the set labeled by the predicate, which forces the EA to move. 

Consider (22). 
 
 

(22) a. John likes Mary. 

   b. {C C {<phi, phi> John {T T {R-v* John {R-v* R-v* {<phi, phi> Mary {R R, Mary}}}}}}} 
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Without movement, the predicate does not act as the label in the set {EA, v*P}, and the EA 

cannot receive any theta-role. Therefore, we suggest that the (partial) motivation for movement 

of the EA concerns theta-role assignment. This view is supported by cross-linguistic data. 

Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1998) observe that the EA can stay in the base-generated 

position in Italian or Greece, where V moves to T. Our analysis predicts this; since V-to-T 

movement expands the set labeled by the predicate, the EA need not move to be within the set 

labeled by the predicate.3  
 
 

(23) {R-v*-T R-v*-T {α John {R-v* R-v*, ...}}} 

 

 

3.3 The Middle Construction 
 
 
The last implication comes from our analysis of tokoro-clauses, where we suggest that adjuncts 

can be selected by the predicate. Let us see how our analysis can treat another construction 

where the complement-adjunct distinction is blurred: the middle construction. 
 
 

(24) a. The books sell *(well). 

   b. {VP VP, well} 
 
 
In (24), well is an adverb, which typically acts as an adjunct, but cannot be omitted like an 

argument. We assume that well pair-merges to VP as an adjunct, but at the interfaces, it is 

selected by the verb, receiving some theta-role. This is possible in our analysis since well is 

contained in the set labeled by the predicate. 

 

 

4 Concluding Remarks 
 
 
This study has explored how labels work at the interfaces. In the literature of the labeling theory 

(Chomsky (2013, 2015), among others), labels are regarded as necessary conditions for 

derivations, but how they work at the interfaces is seldom mentioned. Therefore, we have 

considered their roles focusing on selectional relations. We have discussed two constructions in 

particular: HIRCs and tokoro-clauses in Japanese. Although the two constructions seem to have 

unique features, we have demonstrated that the proposed analysis can be expanded to include 

English data. 
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